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Abstract
Cloud Storage service are frequently required for many corporate and government organizations.
Most of cloud storage service providers are un-trusted, so it is not safe to keep the data in cloud
for long period. Many are using cloud storage for data sharing that means it is not possible to
send a big file in email, maximum 25 GB are allowed, for big files, files are uploaded in cloud
storage and link is given to the data consumer. After Data consumer download the file, Data
owner has to delete the file from the cloud for the security reasons, but most of time Data Owner
forget to delete the file. To overcome this problem data self-destruction is proposed in many
papers and now proposed system has Self-Destruction cum Self-Backup Process, which help the
file to stay in the public cloud for certain period of times and it will be removed from the cloud
storage and securely stored in another storage. To verify the integrity of the file HMAC is
created while file is uploaded and Data Consumer can able to download the file and generate the
HMAC, check the integrity of the file.
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1. Introduction
Public Cloud file storage and retrieval system have gained increasing popularity to support
various cloud services. To provide services efficiently, Cloud service providers are inventing
new ideas by keeping in mind how to give additional security to the user’s sensitive data. They
also have a big risk to user data since the cloud large storage networks are usually not secure and
experience with software / hardware faults. Cloud Storage data always contain user’s privacy &
secrets; the responsibility is very high for the cloud service provider (CSPs) to ensure the data
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privacy and security protection for the users. However, achieving these aim are big challenge
especially when considering cloud environment.
In this paper, to provide security to the user’s sensitive data secure self-backup process is
introduce with self-destruction system. Another name for self-destruction is SafeVanish which
means the data in the cloud storage will be deleted automatically at certain time interval. This
system has the Secure Self Backup process which will provide additional features the user. When
the user needs the uploaded data after the self-destruction process, in this system he can able to
retrieve by Request System. Request System is developed to help the user when the user want
the data which he uploaded and which is not available now, to send the request to the Admin and
get it back.
Another feature in this system is the use of Hash Message Authentication Code (HMAC), which
ensures the data integrity. HMAC is a message authentication code calculated by a secure hash
function combined with a key. Only the key holder can calculate and verify HMAC.
2. Proposed System
In proposed system user as to provide Time to Live (TTL) for each and every file which is
uploading into the cloud storage. While file is uploading Hash Message Authentication code
(HMAC) for the file content is generated and stored in database for integrity check.
Self-backup process is running in cloud which has to check files in the cloud storage whether the
Time to Live (TTL) is expired or not in periodic interval. The files which are expired as to be
removed from cloud storage and it has to encrypted and stores it in self backup storage.
When the user who uploaded the file into the cloud and he had the requirement to get it back, in
this situation the required file is not in cloud storage then he as to send request to admin to ask
him to restore the required file to cloud storage. It is the responsibility of admin to verify the user
request and trigger the operation of restoring process which will pick the file from backup
storage and decrypt it then restore in cloud storage. While user is downloaded the file with the
help of HMAC integrity test is conducted and result shown to the user.

Figure 1: System Architecture
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3. Self-Backup Process
Let there are N number of files in cloud storage. This self-backup process has to check each and
every file in cloud storage in certain time interval for the expiry of Time to Live (TTL) of the
file. The self-backup process clearly showed in Fig 2. Where UT is Uploaded Time, CT is
Current System Time, consider a file F. uploaded at time 5:00 and user set TTL as 6 hours.

Figure 2: Secure Self Backup Process
When Secure Self Backup Process is triggered, process has to get CT (Current System Time) it
has to calculate FTT (File Terminating Time) by calculating CT-UT consider now system time is
11:05 then for the file F, FTT = 11:05 - 5:00 and the result is 6:05, then it has to check the
condition FTT >= TTL that is in this case 0.65 >= 6, which is true here. Then self backup
process has to remove F from cloud storage and encrypt the file F and store it in self backup
storage. This process is explained clearly in Fig 2.
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4. Experimental Process
The following three output screen shows the experimental result of this system clearly, a user
uploaded four files A, B, C, D in cloud storage at 7:10 PM and set time to leave for file B, D 5
minutes and for A, D 60 minutes.
When Secure Self Backup process happen it removes files B, D from cloud storage and encrypt
the file place it in self backup cloud storage which is showed in below screen shots.

Screen Shot 1: After File Upload (Cloud Storage)

Screen Shot 2: After Backup Process (Cloud Storage)
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Screen Shot 3: After Backup Process (Self Backup Storage)
5. Conclusion
This paper introduced Secure Self Backup Process on Untrusted Cloud Storage, which has an
automatic time interval based self-destruction system and Secure Self-backup and authentication
based restore system. The new invention in this system is a user can able to retrieve the data
which is uploaded in cloud and which is deleted based on SafeVanish process. For the security
purpose the backup data are encrypted and store in Self Backup Cloud Storage. For data integrity
check HMAC is used. This system is tested with experimental data and it meets all the functional
requirement of the system.
We demonstrated the feasibility of Secure Self Backup Process by implementing a proof-ofconcept prototype, which has the function to destruct the user’s sensitive information without
any user’s interactions and the deleted data in cloud storage is encrypted and stored in self
backup storage for future use.
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